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to its use in full upper sets, in a short time they would not abandon it.
He had made out to take some under impressions with it, but here, and in partial sets, he generally uses wax. In using plaster he places a rim of wax across the back of the holder. In the center of the impression before its removal, and after it has set, he inserts a probe, which allows the air to pass into the arch. Then immediately the impression may be removed.
He did not think salt necessary in using plaster to make it set quick.
Dr. Allen. Preferred wax as a substance to take impressions.
He had tried all the various chambers. He had found that wide plates, after being worn for some time, would be found bearing hard upon the center of the arch, creating thereby a rocking motion of the plate, the result as he conceived from the wasting of the ridge. He is now using the old fashioned moderate sized plate, which does not cover all the hard palate. He also prefers wax as a substance for the impression.
Dr. Taylor. Had also found the rocking motion from undue pressure on the arch.
He had tried to obviate the difficulty by [Jan.
Dr. Leslie remarked, that to him this was an interesting subject, for he had never been able to agree with the majority in the views they held. This is a matter which has occupied the attention of the profession through our periodicals and otherwise, quite largely and for a length of time, and he had watched the devolopment closely. Conscious "They have subjected the gum to the action of nitric and sulphuric acids, and after the pieces had lain over night in these acids, they found no appreciable effect made upon them, although the acids were in a concentrated form. The committee are satisfied that this mode of securing the teeth to the plate, recommended by Dr. Allen, possesses cleanliness and strength, and so far as we can judge, durability.
"The committee would remark, that in using this cement, the plate used by Dr. Allen is platinum and pure gold, alloyed with 4-100 of platinum, and this greater purity of metal, which more effectually resists the action of the secretions of the mouth, they regard as advantageous, because it secures the public against the use of impure gold in mechanical dentistry. But, sir, to pursue the point now before me, I would inform you that about this time, the agent of Dr. Levett visited Cincinnati, he called upon Dr. Allen and and sold him his secret. I have been informed that he purchased the sole right to use it in this city and county, and for it paid a good round sum. Liberal, was it not ? Whether or not it proved useful to him we know not; but that he continued for a short time endeavoring to flow an enamel on soldered work we have reason to believe, but that he met with the success he wished for, at that time, I believe he will not attempt to claim. One thing we in Cincinnati know, is, that in a few months he ceased to mention it. There were too many plates melted, and teeth cracked, for it to be considered an improvement, so the doctor followed again the old mode.
One idea, however, you must perceive he derived from the announcement of Levett's patent, and this the enameling of plate in artificial dentures. This is an essential idea in the mode Dr. Allen claims, and evidently lays at the basis of all This I know to be a fact, for he showed me specimens of his work. I will not say it was done in such a workmanlike manner as a dentist might do it, but the principle evidently was there. True it was, that the arrangement of the teeth was had, but that was nothing when estimating his knowledge. What he had for sale was his knowledge of enamel, and the mode of operating.
As to the capability of that he showed me being able to resist acids, I am satisfied. And the specimen I tested being on silver, (he also showed me some set on platina,) it must of course have been largely composed of glass of borax. 
